
GAMBIT DORIAN CORONA ARGON QUILL LANYARD FULCRUM 

July 29, 1964 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Comments on the 23 July 1964 Memorandus to 
—(G>- DERO from DCI, BYEZ 4588-64 

The seme headings are used as in the referenced sae 
tagsporandum. 

Paragraph 1. Wo comment. 

The budget for Program A for 1965 wes developed agsinet 
a detailed launch schedule and statement of RGD objectives 
which was tranemitted by -S) DERO to Director, Program A, fax 
hia guidence. His budget was submitted by the deadline emt, - 
was responsive to the guidance given, and was supported by vary 
detailed back-up information. Consequently, it has been ~— 
possible to raview the budget expeditiously and arrive ray 
at many decisions. 

Im response to guidance given, the Director, programy. 
gubmitted alternate budgets. His lowest alternate figwe was 

- This was reduced by (6) DNRO action to 
- Some of the reductions ware made by explicit elimina- 

tion of activities proposed by the Director, Program A; others 
were essentially arbitrary, as will be noted later. In the 
cases of these arbitrary reductions, it yet remains for the 
{8} DMRO and the Director, Program A, to develop the details 
of the program to be accomplished under the reduced ce. lings. 

The tentative budget of Program 4 as submitted to you 
and the DCI on July 16th appears as This ie 
a formal figure, based on the asawaption that 
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GAMBIT DORIAN CORONA ARGON QUILL LANYARD FULCRUM 

cont oor ES ooo aE 
reprogremeed late in FY 64, will bo applied to the devaLopaont 

od 

Laboratory and will be offset in tha cotal Air Porce financial 
plen by a transfer of from Airy Force sources. 

The submission of the Director, Program B, was doveloped 
against only general guidelines frou -(S} DBM, relating mostly 
to format end timing. The Director, Program B, established 
the detailed program end schedules against which his indsget was 
figured. His initial recomendations rasched ae o 3 June, 
three weeks Later than the deadline set in the original 
instructions. Since the original submission of the Director, 
Program 5, there hes been an eddendus submission received ebout 
July 9th and two briefings, not filly consistent with each other. 

During the period since rece: pt of the Program B recomeandae 
tions, the 8} RAO Comptroller has been in regular consultation 
with the Program 8B staff to establish detailed background for 
and justification of the Dirwetor's reccemendations. The 
material used for discussion on 20 July reflected my recoomenda- 
tions based on the then current state of my uadexstanding of 
the Progran 3 resclutions. There have since been approved 
increases to the eee and comtexmeasureas accounts. 

Paragraph 2. Ho camment 

Wambared Paragreph 2. Ne coment 

CORMMA J. The funds reccomended for CORONA J include ail 
of those that are required for the conduct of the progrem, 
whether contzacting is done through CIA oe Air Force channels. 
This is the bisdgeting procedure that wis followed in Fiscal 1964. 
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GAMBIT DORIAN COROMA ARGON QUILL LANYARD FULCRUM 

cca oe i os 
At the present time, funds have been reloaged to CIA te cover 
current needs of all coutracts presently in force; no funds 
have been authorized for subsequent contracts that will be 
requixed to complete the program in Fiscal 1965. The DCI 
couments that he has given serious thought to the introduction 
of Aerospace Corporation into the CORONA program and has 
concluded thet such a move would be ‘most undesirable’. This 
ig net quite consistent with his statement to me on 23 May 1964 
as recorcdd in ay Menorandus of Record of that date. In any 
case, the inclusion of Aerospace Corporation as systems 
angineexs and source of technical dirsction on the COROMA program 
is am integral pert of the whole iseua of centralized managenent 
of the CORONA program. I do not intend to accede to the Director's 
request to centinve permenentiy the present errangement without 
explicit direction from you or the Secretary of Defense to do 
so. 

ARGGH. No ccomentc. 

COROMA OCV. The eppearing in the budget 
againet this item is to fund the and fabr :cation 
of four conversion kits to adept the GAMBIT Orbital Control 
Vahicle to carry the COROMA camera. With these kits on hand, 
@ launch of the CORONA camera in 4 GAMBIT vehicle oan take placa 
seventeen weeks after boosters and cameras are committed. Pour 
kite suffice to cover monthly Lamehes in this configuration 
during the period required to fabricsta further conversion kits. 
I consider that this capability, rather inexpensively acquired, 
has several values. First, as originally proposed, it 
eone oa es of competition to Lockheed. Secand, and probably 

the long rum more important, {it gives the COROMA program 
am opporamity to fly in a considerably wore versatile and 
lexible vehicle. In particular, by far the best protection 

we heave tedey against attack upon our satellite vehicles is 
Sees ee ee ee ee ee ee 
Soviet atteck system. Under our vulnerability program, ve 

have nam ceengy bol @ limited capability for arbit adjusramt into 
the present GOROHA systam. The capability is Limited by the 
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act cer IT oo 
weight carrying capacity of the ooceter; in tum, the 
presence of this capability limite the orbits available to . 
the COROMA system. Neither of these limitations would Poe 
if the CORONA cameras wera fiow in an OCV; in particular, the 
Qmount of orbital adivemment available foe dodging an oneny 
attack would be vastly greater then chet allowed under our 
present development. 

GAMBIT. The developmental activities necessary to bring 
the GAMBIT resolution dow to abcut 2 feet are almost canpletad; 
any additional fund:ng that ie required is included in the 
present GAMBIT budget. Most of those developmante wiil have 
their effect during Fiscal Year 1965. 

GAMBIT-3. No comment. 

. QOTLL. ee ee 
Howaver, present planning would tarminate the QUILL progras 
with tvo Leunches tn F¥ 1965, end the bulk o of the costs have 
been paid in F¥ 1964. 

417. Y bavs several timas given chought to the poesibilicy 
c£ traneferring 417 into the Air Forca Systems Command. I an 
convinced that the phenomenal performame of the amali projact 
effice that has run this program up to this time would be 
completely destroyed if it were submerged im the Systems Command. 
It is in the intexests of (1) affietoency, (2) moraia of the 
highly competent people involved, and (3) eainteining an 
affective DoD position in the Weather Satallite business that 
I recommend 417 be continued under (6) N&C management. 

SIGINT. Im truth 1 shere sose of the DCI's concern 
weether this progrem is really producing. On the other hand, 
this is an area which hae hed altogether too masy compershensiva 
analyses. There is no sore complete end detailed statement of 
requirements snywhere in the milictery litereture then thet 
which applies to the SIGINT progran. I an sure that tha DCI 
eould be briefed on this mastter. 1! em oqually surco, however, 
that he would get little information useful to him fran such 
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GAMBIT DORMN COROMA ARGON QUILL LANYARD FULCRUM 

cca mest EE ooo: 
@ briefing and I recomend chat we do not consider this budget 
item es contingent upon his being informed. 

WEW GENERAL SEARCH. Im developing a preliminary financial 
plan for F¥ 64, approximately a year ago, I included parallel 
developments of two new general soarch camera systems, 
schaduling a decision point for selaction between the two 
oe possible cancellation of both. The progrem included 
adequate boosters and payloads to allew for R&D lawnches on 
the new development and to allow for cperating under any of — 
the three conditions that might result, i.¢., adoption of one 
ox the other of the new systems or adoption of neither. During 
Jume of 1963 a Panel, convened by the DCI to review the (9) 
Wational Recounsissance Program, stated that in their view it 
was premature to consider majox efforts towrd developing an 
improved Ganexal Search System. This Panel recommended instead 
that every effort be devoted to improving as much as possible 
the parformance of the COROMA system. A report of this Panel 
dated 3 July 1963 wae trenemitted to ma by the DCI. This was 
then, hase been until today, 29 July 1964, the only witten 
statemmt bearing on the requirement for a development of 4 
new General Gearch System that I have officially received, 
other than the original USIB statements of 5 July 1960, On 

pdadcted tn the tcl ok 1966, previded tee tale a ting 
ment of a new system, characteristics unspecified, in &8. 
and initiation of a second new system, characteristics 
wmepecified, in FY 66. During the past winter end epring i 
became evident that e new pointing syatem, now called 63, wis 
completely feasible and desirable. It has bean my plan, as 
indicated im the present financial plan, to utilize tha scosy 
budgeted in FY 65 for a new system, plus other money made 
te ne erimne See Senor as: for the development of 
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carr near TT oo: BE 
During the fall of 1963, after cancallation of LANYARD, 

general search system be decided upon during Fiscal 1965. 

SATELLITE COMTRGL FACILITIECZ. The DCI requests ‘full 
justification” for this item. This item represents the bubk 
of the funds ueed to support the tracking, telemetry end om-orbit 
control fung¢tions required in our satellite operations. It is 
not @ new item, but has bean seperated from system costs for the 
fixet time in P¥ 1965 for several reasons. It is a strictly 

ba 
with details if this is desirable. 

APPLIED RESZARCH/ADVANCED TECIMOLOGY. This itum is being 
» representing 

At the present time, dotails on this item are ast 
complete. I will be glad to brief the DCI om these details 
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GAMBIT CORONA DORIAN ARGON QUILL LANYARD FULCRUM 

when they axa available. The arene tor again asks fox ‘full 
4Suatification'. I am pleased to give him information, but 
I think we should be the judge as Se skathar tha latcouaticl 
constitutes justification or not. 

AFSSPL. The Director quotes an opinion tha: the Eastman 
Kodak facility for development of film is not being used 
productively with the result thet a “very considerable asount 
of Eastwan's knowledge in the fieid of film processing is 
being sacrificed.” In my judgment, thare is no element of 
Zasteen's of film processing that is in eny way being 
ignored or - One can raise the question whether 
pereconel, equipment and facilities, either at Eastean Kodak or 
et the AFSSPL at Westover AFB are being efficiently used. 
Anal exeminations of this question have been made and 90 far 
their results have appeared inconclusive. I have some hopes 
that s current investigation of the mattar will lead <o 
conclusions, ‘The budget figure that ie asteblished for APSSFL 
in oux budget for Program A, and the budget figure in Program B, 
established for Eastaen Kodak's file proceseing activities, 
reflect conclusions already dram from the analysis now going on. 
I will be glad to present the results of thase analyses both 
to you and the DCI when they are available. The essential 
peobles is a simple one. A highly trained organisation existe 
at Eastam Kodek, besutifully Sg for the very finest 
precessing of file that one knows how to do. This facility is 
alternately taxed to the utmost and virtually idle as the 
“take” from various reconnaissance missions comes in for 
processing. The demands of the intellizence commmity get 
very rapid processing of the take onos it is available, and 
tou wide wide dissemination of high qulity duplicate copies, make 
it very difficult to maintain an even flow of work or maintain 
the ee ee eee A scomhat 

kill os the capability thet we inov exists at Esstean Kodak, 
J can state that it is available end ie used to some degree 
for peocassing of intelligence take. It is not used to capacity 
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GAMBIT CORONA DORIAN ARGON QUILL LANYARD FOLCRUM 

oxcart DEALT SS aco: 
and its capability could be dxvawm upon to improve the effic:ency 
of operation at Eastaen by mncothing ot the peaks of processing 
load. Howevar, to do this efficiently requires either that 
game pressure for rapid processing of film be withdraw or 
that the intelligence commmity b2 willing to entrust te 
AFSSPL some of the highest quality processing load. [ am not 
yet prepared to wake a fine recoemendation as to how this 
dilemma should be resolved. I de not think that its resolution 
will influence the budget of the AFSSPL because there are no 
salaries or overtime figures in this budget. The resolution 
may influence the bidgat for the Eastaan Kodak processing 
activity which ie carried under Program 8. 

. teis progres is regularly criticized 
by the DCI and by Dr. Wheelon on every oecasion they can find 
to mention it, I think that some of the criticion is deserved, 
but I take it fully upon myself because I believe the greatest 
wealmess of the program is that it is not cohesive nor firaly 
dixectad toward clearly stated ob‘actives and pricrities. The 
uma figure of proposed for Fiscal 1968 is 302% 
lowex than that spent in Fiscal 1964 and lass than one~half 
o€ that proposed in the President's Budget and recommended by 
the Director, Program A. Thie reduction is an arbitrary one 
and implies only that I feel that the program needs better 
dixection and orientation. I am not prepared at the moment 
to one in detail on whet program will be accomplished for 

» I have in mind, as stated earlier, that perhaps 
as eet important thing wea can do for the more imsediate 
peotection of cur COROMA system is to provide the great orbital 
maneuver capability that would result from putting the CORGHA 
camera into the OCV. Purchase of kite es proposed earlier would 
permit thie kind of rasction against Soviet attack in «6 
reasonable time, somathing short of instantaneous, after an 
attack was experienced, We could delete che EE ican 
labeled COROMA OCV and increase ths EE program to a 
if this to what is required to get approval for engineer 
CORONA camexas into the OCV. 
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oxast Deset oxo: 
MISCELLANEOUS. Again tha Director eske for ‘full 

justification". These are items such as the MOL effort, 
firet destination traasportation, and a study, 

Zrcexen B 

First paragraph. While the Program B FY 1965 budget 
submission totaled » there were a number of 
entries which could not be substantiated by specific proposals, 
and were deletad for the President's budget. For example, 

wes recommended by Director B for an unknam 
covert satellite and for an unknown edvanced 
aircraft, In the April 1964 instructions for the PY 1965 
xecommended pragram, Director B was given the cpportumity 
co recommend in an addendum budget any requirement which he 
considerad to be necessary above the basic budget. stated to 
be HEM. His June 1964 sutmission reflected a I bssic 
and addendum request, compared with « Saptember 1963 submission 
of , the same accounts, involving a reduction of 
The was later supplemented by additional PY 1965 requests 
for FULCRIM, etc. The ME now identified with 
Director B is compatible with the [BE program, with the 
difference being solely related to KEDLOCK under Director D. 

OXCART. Reductions to date in this program have been 
accepted by Director 8. The only remining eres for rasolution 
is Airborne Electronic Equipment, which is expected to increase 
above the tentative program. With reepect to a possible yeare 
ond deficit, in BY 1964 would indicate that this 
is walikely. ‘The initial Director B FY 1964 recommendation 
for OXCART was This was reduced in detailed revieus 
co BB, with the understanding that certain sccounts would 
be on an expenditure basis, On 22 November 1963, we received 
& memorandum that indicated a significant axpected deficiency, 
Im contrast, the final F¥ 1964 data indicate that net only was 
the funding edequate, but that over EB of obligations 
above the itures could be covered on the service contracts 
alone, allowing thia account to start F¥ 1965 on en obligation 
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ADVANCED SYSTEMS GTUDIES. Im the budget discussion of 
20 July, Dr. Wheelon stated that a11 of his requiranets for 
Advanced Systems Studies had been subaitted to us. This then 

for studies of EE, 
etated requirements go 

do mot now intend to authorize to CIA anything like the emounts 
| 
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oxarr mesa SE oo: BS 
asked for on BR or rurcaum, inamouch as I do not believe 
that development is justified, it seams to me that this itas 
- advanced systens atudies - offers money that can be used 
alsewbere. At the present time I an developing « draft 
financial. plan that includes transfer of the excess in this . 
line to Program A against the new General Search develoyuent 
iter. 

FULCRIM. ‘Bo comment, 

HE. = See coments above. on 

AKT@LZ. The DCI apparently agrees that this project 
ia contingent upon a clear endorsement by the Special Group. 
I hear by the grapevine that his people aay have 
paar tog funds to it without authorization, but that is their 

Exoszan_D 

R-12 EANMING. ‘The DCT notes a diftereree of EE 
between tha Director of Program D eubmiseion and ours tentative 
authorization. Since the time of that tentative suthorization, 
XY have learned that Mr. McNamara is willing to euthorize en 
increase of ERB cgeiner this item and we believe this | 
will be adequate to meet the major needs of the progres in 
Piscal 1965. The Director notes the possibility of transferring 
this program to the roguler Air Force budget. This, of course, 
has been contemplated by Mr. MeNemara for some time. 

KEDLOCK. Most of the money in KEDLOCK is for flight test 
and development of a fire control system. The program has not 
been subject to the same kinds cf overrun thet ware invelved 
in the Rel2 progran. 

TAGBOARD. I bolieve that the Director will be asked by 
the Foreign Intelligance Advisory Board et ite macting next week 
what his views on the TAGBOARD program axe. . 
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4 It is appropriats to comment on this paragraph thet chis 
le memorandum to me takes a much wove imperative tane than 

any previous cocrespondepce from the DCI seve perhaps brief 
notes or briaf paragraphs concerning vary specific items, ¢.g., 
a presi of conteact or reassigneent of program responeibilicy. 
Coming fram the BCI, the document as a whole represents in my 
vary @ complete rejection of the word and spirit af che 

MRO Agreement of Mexch 13, 1960. Inasmuch as the-¢8). DERO 
is responsible directly to the Secretary of Defense as Executive 
Agent for thea -@i8> MAP, the DCI should not aseuse the authority 
to direct specific actions ce require separate program juetificae 
tions in « menner that implies exclusion of your office. The 
series of discussions vith the on 20 July end 

: 

: i 
"Development on @ continuing basia fcr the approval of 

the Secretary of Defense and the Dixvector of Central Intelligance 
of a gingle Mationel Reconnaissance Program of ali projects....” 

aod 

“preparation of budget requests for all MRO programs, and 
presentation and substantiation of euch budget requests to the 
Secretary of Defense and the Director of Central Intelligance....” 

Until such time as the PFIAB report and recommendations 
way be ected upon by the President, I very auch appreciate 
your continued support in pursuing 4 positive and unified 
appeoach in our relations with the CIA in the conduct and 
management of the -G35> MRP. 

2 Sod 
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